
Theology professor and mission worker Eta Linnemann died on May 5, 2009

She caused a sensation with her radical turnaround-- from being an advocate of the (radical German,
a la Bultmann) historical-critical interpretation of  the Bible-- to a determined opponent:  Emeritus
theology professor Eta Linnemann, once a student of  the New Testament scholar Rudolf  Bultmann,
died at the age of  82  in Leer (East Frisia, Germany).

In  1978,  when  she  taught  at  Braunschweig  and  Marburg,  she  renounced  the  radical  German
historical-critical research and threw her own theological books into the trash. "I consider everything
which I taught and wrote before I gave my life to Jesus as wrong,"  she explained. From then on, she
gave lectures on her new Bible-based theology and called for a departure from the radical German
historical-critical interpretation of  the Bible. Linnemann accused this method, during an interview,
to have no respect for God's living Word and to treat it as a dead letter. In 1994 she published the
book  "Original  or  Fake.  Historical-Critical  Theology  in  the  Light  of  the  Bible  "(Christian
Literaturverbreitung / Bielefeld).

"God's Word Reliable in Every Way"
In 2001, on the occasion of  her 75th birthday, the Osnabrück-born theologian said that she now
rejects radical German historical-critical theology more rigorously than in 1978: "By now I have been
able, through God's grace, to recognize that God's word is reliable in every respect. 

"Where you subject their theories (critical-historical theories) to a review, they did not stand up. To
criticize a fundamentalist interpretation of  the Bible, Linnemann said: "It is not dangerous to take
literally the error-free word of  God, it is dangerous not to do that." 

At the age of 60 (1986), the theologian left for Indonesia, where she trained pastors for several years
at a theological college of  the Indonesian Missionary Community in Batu. This community emerged
from the work of  the evangelical ministry WEC International.

Some of  her selected publications (via Wikipedia)

•Bibel oder Bibelkritik? (The Bible or biblical criticism?), Nuremberg 2007

•Historical  Criticism of  the Bible:  Methodology or Ideology? Reflections of  a Bultmannian Turned

Evangelical, (translated by Robert W Yarbrough), Grand Rapids 2001, Kregel Publications, ISBN 978-

0-8254-3095-4



•Gibt  es  ein  synoptisches  Problem? (Is  there a  synoptic  problem?),  Nuremberg 1999,  4  revised

edition. 3rd edition translated into English- as Is There a Synoptic Problem?  Kregel Publications.

•Wissenschaft oder Meinung? (Science or opinion?), Nuremberg 1999, 2 extended edition

•Bibelkritik auf  dem Prüfstand. (Biblical criticism to the test), Nuremberg 1998, 1 Edition

•Studien zur Passionsgeschichte. (Studies on the Passion story), Göttingen, 1970

•Gleichnisse  Jesu  -  Einführung  und  Auslegung.  (The  Parables  of  Jesus  -  introduction  and

interpretation), Göttingen 1964, 3rd enlarged edition

Eta Linnemann's Testimony [slightly edited]

Wednesday, November 28, 2001 

(Retired) Professor of  Theology/Religious Education, Pedagogic Academy, Braunschweig Honorary

Professor,  New Testament,  Philipps  University,  Marburg edited  this  transcript  of  a  lecture  given

Wednesday, November 7, 2001, 7:00 p.m. Grace Valley Christian Center, Davis, California

As part of  the Faith and Reason series sponsored by Grace Alive! and Grace Valley Christian Center, 

"I  want to give you my testimony,  beginning with a verse from God’s word, 2 Timothy 3:16:  'All

Scripture  is  God-breathed  and  is  useful  for  teaching,  rebuking,  correcting,  and  training  in

righteousness.’ This is very important. I was a theologian for decades but did not know about the

inspiration of  the Holy Scripture. I had to be born again to find this out."

HER EARLY YEARS

When I was a child, my exposure to God included hearing a sermon only once a month, as well as

some teaching in religion. Young assistant pastors, who changed about every one and a half  years,

would come over from the little town nearby to teach us. So I did not learn much, but after I was born

again, I was reminded by the Holy Spirit of  all those times when I had the chance to hear something

of Christ.

When I had my lessons for confirmation, the pastor was not born again, and whatever I learned did

not give any connection to the Lord. To me the gospels were just different biographies of  Jesus, so

nothing of  which I was taught really stuck in my heart.

After World War II ended, I needed a new orientation. The so-called thousand years kingdom had

vanished after twelve years, but the church was still there. I was interested in finding out more about

the church, but there were no believers around to help me. Yes, we had some lessons, but they were

taught by the same pastor who had confirmed me,. Additionally, as I was also an unbeliever, I was not

able to formulate my questions well enough to tell him what I was looking for. I began to think maybe I

should study theology to satisfy my thirst for knowledge.



After I had made my matura, my father said he had heard of  a retreat for those who have just made

the matura. He told me that if  I wanted to study theology, most likely I should go to it. I did not want

to go there at all, but I was too much of  a coward to tell that to my father! At that time in Germany,

religion was the most private thing in a person’s life. No one would dare to speak about sex, but it

was even more secret what you were thinking about religion. It just was not mentioned, even in the

family. Not daring to tell my father I did not want to go, I went to the retreat. There the Lord provided

something special. For those of  us who had just matriculated and were going to become students,

the organizers had provided a pastor-doctor. The intent was to impress us with his knowledge and

status. Through the providence of  God this man got the flu and was not able to come. Having to make

a last-minute appointment, the organizers finally found a pastor who could afford to be taken from his

other duties for ten days. In fact, this young man was the only one available. But he had something

special: He really believed in Christ. Now, I would say he was a born-again Christian; at that time, I

had never heard about being born again. One day this pastor dared to tell us that we were sinners

and needed a Savior-•Jesus Christ. Of  the twenty or so students, about six or seven of  us agreed

with him and accepted Christ.  A day full of  joy followed our decision, and then everyone had to

return home.

My life changed after that. I started to read the Bible every day and my attitude towards my mother

improved. Before, when she asked me to do something, I would say, “Oh, do I have to?’ or “Yes, but

not now. I’ll do it later.’ But now my behavior changed. It was not that I was trying to change; it just

happened.

After about half  a year, I received a place to study at the university. At that time not everybody was

allowed to study; those who had been in the war had first priority because they were already beyond

the average age of  taking the classes, while others had to wait. Now I had a chance and I grasped it.

THEOLOGICAL TRAINING

So I came to Marburg. Marburg meant  Rudolf  Bultmann,  the famous German critical  theologian.

Through  his  influence  I  became  a  dyed-in-the-wool  historical-critical  theologian.  But,  though

Bultmann was at Marburg, it would not have made a real difference if  I had gone to Berlin or Münster

or Köln or Heidelberg or Tübingen, because there also were historical-critical professors, many of

them Bultmann’s disciples, in the New Testament chairs in all the German universities then. Thus, the

most well known names in historical critical theology became my teachers.

When I began my studies, I had to start with the ancient languages--Greek and Hebrew. As I had

practiced Greek some before going to the university, I had only to finish one course. Then I thought I

was fit to go into the lectures of  Bultmann on 1 Corinthians. I started attending when he was at

chapter 12, and I do not remember what he had said concerning chapters 12-14. But I still remember

what he said when he came to chapter 15:1-5, where Paul said,



For what I received I passed on to you as of  first importance: that Christ died for our sins

according to the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day

according to the Scriptures, and that he appeared to Peter, and then to the Twelve. After

that he appeared to more than five hundred brothers at the same time, most of  whom are

still living, though some of  them have fallen asleep.

When Professor Bultmann came to the next verse, he said, “Here Paul is not at the usual height of  his

theology because he is speaking of  the resurrection of  Christ as if  it were a historical fact." Thus I

learned as a young student in my very first term that we were not allowed to think of  the resurrection

of Christ as a historical fact. This great professor had said it, so it had to be. After all, how could I, as

a young student, know more than my professors!

I must note here that this is why it is so important to get biblical teaching. We are surrounded by

unbiblical ideas, and if  we are not solidly trained in the Bible, we will not even realize what is contrary

to the Bible. This is especially important for those attending universities, where authority is an issue.

Suppose you are a student, just beginning to learn something, and your professor, who has been

working in his field for maybe thirty or forty years, is an accomplished, recognized authority in that

field. Additionally, the very reason you are at the university is to learn something, not to shut your

ears and eyes, but to learn. So when you are taught the wrong thing, it is dangerous. Many students,

even those with believing parents, have drowned in atheistic teaching from university professors and

have grown to despise the faith of  their parents. If  you are a student, ask the Lord for guidance and

never feel too secure. It is the Lord who can keep you, not your own wisdom. Do not think, “Oh yes, I

have got everything, I have been in Sunday School and church all my life; nothing can happen to me.’

If  you are in that state you will fall. The devil is not sleeping; he will try anything to destroy you. You

must be aware and know that God’s word is better than all the wisdom of  the world. Psalm 19 tells us

God’s word is more precious than silver and gold. It is more precious than any worldly wisdom in any

discipline.

But I learned in my first term that we were not allowed to take the resurrection of  Christ as historical

fact, hearing it from the great Bultmann himself. I do not think he thought about what Paul said in the

same chapter, in verses 17 to 19: “And if  Christ had not been raised your faith is futile; you are still in

your sins. Then those also who have fallen asleep in Christ are lost. If  only for this life we have hope

in Christ,  we are to  be pitied  more than all  men."  This  is  the  situation  of  the  historical-critical

theologians and of  any who adhere to higher criticism, as it is called in America. Because they have

some belief  in Christ, they are convinced that they are believers, but they are believing for this life

only. Paul says those who do this are to be pitied more than all other men.



THE TEACHINGS OF RADICAL GERMAN HISTORICAL-CRITICISM

Unbelief  in the resurrection is not the only distinguishing mark of  some historical-critical theologians.

Another aspect is found in 2 Peter 3:3: “First of all, you must understand that in the last days scoffers

will come, scoffing and following their own evil  desires. They will say, ‘Where is this 'coming’ he

promised? Ever since our fathers died, everything goes on as it has since the beginning of  creation.”

I remember how Professor Bultmann said that, yes, now nearly two thousand years were over and

Christ had not yet come back, so we must think of  ways to interpret these portions so as not to take

them literally. But even today we can put the Bible on the side of  the newspaper and see things

happening which in former times looked so unlikely. I used to scoff  at the description in Mark 13 of

worldwide fighting, kingdom against kingdom and nation against nation,  but we see these things

happening throughout the world today. As the Lord said, when these things happen, it is not yet the

end, but it shows us that it is coming. Jesus said we should lift up our heads because our salvation is

drawing near. But most historical-critical theologians do not believe that Christ is coming again.

Additionally, we were taught that we must study as if  there were no God. Although it can happen that

when you study the Bible like that, you might experience something of  him, in general, you have not

the slightest chance of  finding God this way. It is like working with a computer: what you see on the

screen depends on the program you chosen. If  you decide to study as if  there were no God, you will

not meet him. Instead, you may learn, as I did, that what we have between the two covers of  the

Bible is not necessarily the word of  God, but when we read a portion of  it or hear it in the sermon, it

can become for us the word of  God. Karl Barth spoke of  this idea.

We were also taught that when we read something in the Bible, we must realize it could have never

taken place. For example, in Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy we read that God led the

Israelites out of  Egypt and took them to the Holy Land in a wonderful, out-of-the-ordinary, one-time

event. But these teachers would say, “No, things were quite different. These people were nomadic

shepherds who would always feed their flocks in the wilderness in the summer, and bring them into

Canaan in the winter to feed from the already harvested fields."  Where did they get this idea? It is

the habit in Germany. But I would say that we should not take our wisdom about the ancient times

from what is the practice today, for it may lead you on a wrong track. And if  you would have asked

these professors, “But here it is written that these people, with the grace of  God, conquered the land.

Then each tribe got their special portion, which they then had to take from the former inhabitants,"

the professors would say, “That is just the interpretation of  the Israelites." As students, we were

supposed to believe what these professors said, and, sadly, we did. So we could say, “As it is written,

it can never have been."



When I was student, I did not know why my professors always would say, “No, it cannot have been as

it is written." Normally, one would think they would follow the worldview of  the Bible, which discerns

between the visible and the invisible world. But these theologians could not bring themselves to say,

“Yes, there is the earth, which we see, and then there is with God with his angels." There is an

invisible world surrounding and going through the visible world, a higher dimension standing over

and permeating the lower dimension. Acts 17:28 tells us, “For in him we live and move and have our

being." But these theologians cling to another worldview, named after Hecker’s monistic worldview,

but which existed already earlier in the Enlightenment philosophies, that there is only the one visible,

tangible world. If  you hold to this monistic worldview, you cannot believe that God is a speaking and

acting being. Then you get into difficulties with the Bible, because God is portrayed that way on every

page.

So the purpose of these people is to demythologize the Bible. To do so, they must come up with ideas

to explain away what is plainly stated in it, what God said and did. That, of  course, is a difficult task.

So such theologians have to work hard,  giving much time and money to this task,  all  the while

thinking that what they are doing is right. But they are on the wrong track. Not only do they not reach

their goal, but they also lead many people astray with them. I have been such a theologian, but the

Lord has forgiven me.

How did the radical German historical-critical teachers handle the prophets? By taking over an idea

of  Spinoza, saying that not everything in the books of  the prophets is from the prophets themselves.

In fact, Spinoza said more extremely that the prophetic books are only quotations from the originals.

For example, if  they wanted to speak about the prophecy of  Jeremiah, we would turn to chapter 47

and underline all the verses that seemed to be most genuinely spoken by this prophet. So we might

underline verses 3,4, 11, and 12, but on verse 13 we might put an underline with an interruption.

Then we would go on to underline verses 19 and 20. We had all our pens and did this at the beginning

of  each lecture. The rest of  the chapter would be counted as not original, as something not from this

prophet, but added later.

Not only would these teachers say that only part of  a book was original, but they also said that the

only genuine words were those expressing God’s wrath and judgment. All  the good words about

Israel--that God still loved her and had good in store for her, including restoration after exile--were

not considered original. In fact, they would say that Israel made up these stories much later on to

comfort herself  in bad times. Thus, they would not believe that Israel has the right to be in the Holy

Land. Not only does such thinking have consequences in politics, but it ignores all the thousands of

promises that have been fulfilled in subsequent history.



Worst of  all, these theologians have another god. Since they take for genuine only what speaks of

God’s judgment and wrath, then the God of  the Old Testament for them is only a God of  judgment

and wrath. They say Jesus came and brought another idea of  God, the God of  love. But their concept

of  the God of  love is inaccurate. They do not recognize sin, or that all have sinned and thus are lost

and will go to hell if  they do not receive salvation. They say that God is so full of  love that he just

loves us and forgives our sins. But it is not the job of  God to arbitrarily forgive our sins. As holy God,

he must take sin very seriously and cannot forgive us just like that! He had to send his beloved Son to

carry our sin to the cross and die for our salvation. That is the real love of God that these theologians

miss.

How many people are baptized as infants, attend Sunday school, are confirmed and married in the

church, and then attend throughout their adult life until the time comes to be buried by the pastor, yet

never hear that they are sinners who need salvation, and that to be saved, they must personally

receive Jesus Christ as their Savior! This is exactly what happens in churches whose pastors are

taught this historical-critical theology. Those who have been the most faithful in church can be lost

because they have never heard the true message of  salvation. This is the absolute worst problem of

higher criticism.

GOD INTERVENES

As a theologian, I was steeped in this radical historical-criticism. If  the Lord had not taken me out of

it, I would still be in it. But the Lord can do all things, and he is able even to save one out of  this

theology. How did he do it?

First, the Lord convinced me with several experiences. I came to the realization that all the hard

historical-critical work I was doing as a professor was not truth. To find this out was a dreadful shock

for me, because truth had been my guiding star from childhood days. At the same time, through other

experiences, I realized that historical-critical work gives no help in preaching the gospel. I, as most

historical-critical theologians do, thought I was serving the church and God, but finally realized that

my theological work did not help at all.

The result was great frustration: What was I working for? Fortunately, this frustration was not the goal

of  our heavenly Father; it was just a means to stop me. Then the Lord helped me hear the real

gospel,  using,  in  my case,  a dissertation. When I  was teaching in  Marburg once a week,  I  was

assigned to look at the new dissertations. If  our body agreed with their statements, I would sign

them; otherwise, I would write a different one. One day I came across a dissertation that mentioned

something I had never heard of. Describing a church in Africa, the author spoke about modern-day



prophecies  and  miracles.  This  was  amazing  to  someone  who  did  not  even really  believe in  the

prophecies of  the Bible! I do not remember them all, but one example in particular gave so much

honor and glory to God that I was deeply impressed with its veracity. But when I moved from Marburg

to Braunschweig, I forgot about it totally.

About nine months later, God got my attention again. In a post-seminary meeting on the historical-

critical method, I had written on the blackboard, “If  you want to speak about something as a miracle,

you must adhere to certain points," and then I listed the points. After I had passed this on to my

students, as I had done for years, I added one more thing, “Yes, Jesus was the type who did miracles.

We can learn this out of  the Talmud, the Jewish wisdom which names Jesus as a sorcerer. They

would not have done it if  he could not have done miracles. But that still does not give us a right to

think that any the miracles written in the New Testament ever had happened. The historical-critics

think it is possible that Jesus had healed the mother-of-law of  Peter from the fever. How? They would

say his impressive personality gave her the impetus to overcome the sickness. In that way, even they

believe in miracles, but not in real miracles. They never think that Jesus ever has raised a dead

person or given sight to the blind, and so on."

That was what I wanted to pass on to my students--that we were not allowed to take for granted that

the miracles in the New Testament actually happened. I don’t know how far I got, but when I opened

my mouth to speak, I heard myself  saying, “But so-and-so wrote about this in his doctor’s thesis,"

and  I  proceeded to  tell  my students  about  the  miracles  recorded  in  the  doctor’s  thesis.  In  the

providence of  God, there were quite a few born-again students in this class. Normally there might be

one, or at most,  two. But this class had six  or  seven, so when I  spoke about this miracle,  they

thought, ‘Oh maybe even a professor is able to repent,’ and started to pray for me. These students

prayed, their families prayed, and all their prayer circles prayed for me. It must have been really a big

campaign. Later on, people would come up to me and say, “We remember praying for you."

Then one of  these born-again students dared to say that something similar had happened in the

town. I was already a professor-doctor only interested in form critics, so I thought, “Let it write him

down, and that will be more convincing to the student than what I have tried to pass on. I have

already said that one cannot write something as a miracle if  he does not go according these points."

The student wrote down his account, and when he came next week, I read it to the students. I was so

impressed that I brought it to the next meeting of  the Society for New Testament, where only high-

browed scholars were allowed. Although I had no chance to share it, the fact that I even brought it

with me demonstrates God was working in me.



I saw God moving again in my life later that year. This group of  students had been unusually nice to

me, so I wanted to be nice to them. One of  my colleagues would go to the communist student group

to show appreciation to his students, but I was not a communist. As the student who had given the

testimony had mentioned a prayer group, I thought I could, just as a favor, go to his prayer group. I

did go, but I was not right for it, because I had not yet been born again. Then another student invited

me to  a Christian  meeting.  I  got  the first  invitation in  May,  but I  did not  go.  I  received another

invitation in June, then, July, then, August and September, but I did not go to any of  these meetings.

If  these students had not been so patient and had not continued to send me invitations, though it cost

them time and money, I might not be standing here today. But they were patient and in October I

finally went to their monthly meeting. I was deeply impressed with the atmosphere of  joy and love,

and, after the checking the message (as you do it when you are a theologian), I decided that, yes, it

was sound in its treatment of  justification in faith. So I decided to come again.

I also observed that when these students had a tangible need, they would pray for it. I knew about

prayer and prayed every morning, but I was astonished that someone could pray for a real thing, and

others would know if  he received it or not. That was strange, yet impressive to me. I began to go to

the meetings every month I was available, and after one year and one month, I gave my life to Christ.

I heard a message and was so hungry for this life with Christ the speaker had spoken of. When he

gave an altar call, I was about to jump up, but then he asked, “Is there anybody who wants to believe

in Christ?" I told myself,  “Oh, that’s not for me because I already believe in Christ." That is the

problem with theologians;  they think they are believers. But then he repeated it, asking who was

willing to surrender his life to Christ. Then I knew it was for me. I lifted my arm, the Lord saw my

heart, and my life was changed.

NEW LIFE IN CHRIST

One month later I went to a Christian conference for the first time in my life. Before, I would have said

that more than one sermon a day and that more than once a week would be spiritual overfeeding. But

now I went to this conference where a missionary from Nepal spoke about his language helper, Paul.

The missionary  said that  although he was not  a  criminal,  Paul  had gone to  prison,  not  only  for

becoming a Christian, but for leading others to Christ, which was a capital crime at the time. Then

this missionary recounted the bold defense Paul gave when he had to stand up before the judge.

My first reaction was that this fellow could never have said this. Through listening to the missionary

speak  earlier,  I  had  an  idea  of  what sort  of  person  Paul  was and  thought  it  would  have  been

impossible  for  such a  man  to  speak  in  this  way.  But  because  I  had  given  my  life  to  Christ,  I

immediately had a second reaction, which was, “Didn’t Jesus say in Mark 13:11, ‘Whenever you are

arrested and brought to trial, do not worry beforehand about what to say. Just say whatever is given



you at the time, for it is not you speaking, but the Holy Spirit.’ This is a fulfillment of  that prophecy."

You must realize that for a Bultmannian, there are no fulfilled prophecies. If  something comes to pass

that is mentioned in biblical prophecy, a Bultmannian will say the prophecy was made up afterwards.

So my reaction surprised me. At this point in time, I realized that if  God was doing all these things

today, it would be silly to say the miracles in the New Testament could not have happened. At that

point, all the testimony I had heard over the years fell together into a picture of  the true and living

God.

The god of  radical historical critical theology is like the statue of  three monkeys: one is covering the

eyes, the next covering the ears, and the third covering the mouth--seeing nothing, hearing nothing,

speaking nothing-•and as the hands are always occupied, doing nothing. But now I became aware of

the living God! And in the same moment I became aware that I had been a blind teacher leading my

blind students. I repented of  my wrong teaching. I also realized that, despite all my years of  study, I

knew nothing of  God. But through the grace of  God, my reaction did not lead me to despair but to

the conclusion that now I must get to work learning about this God.

The conference had a choir from a Bible school. Though I had been a theologian for several decades,

I  did  not  know what  a  Bible  school  was,  or  that  they  even  existed.  But  upon  hearing  of  such

institutions, I thought it would be a good place for me to go to learn more about God. I found the

small school, where the youngest student was a boy of  16, and the oldest a grandma of  70. I cannot

forget sitting on a bench, listening to the teacher speak about Psalm 119. As I sat there, I asked,

“Where does he get this knowledge? Though he is young, this man knows so much more than I do."

Then he came to the passage where it said, “You made me wiser as my teachers are," and I thought,

yes this must have happened to him. Later, when I had been coming for a while, the leader spoke of

this young Bible teacher, saying, “Oh, he has not been here long, but he reads his Bible, eats his

Bible, and lives his Bible so much that whenever he opens his mouth, the word of  God comes out."

It was in this Bible school that, for first time in my life, I learned the basics of  Christian belief.

FROM CRITICISM TO CHRIST

While I was at this conference, one of  the leaders encouraged me to buy a book about the inspiration

of  the  Scriptures.  I  had  been  a  theologian  for  many  years,  but  I  had  never  thought  about  the

inspiration of  the Holy Scriptures. All I knew was that in church history some theologians at the end

of  the sixteenth century thought the Bible had been dictated. As I read through this book, I was

deeply ashamed to learn that every page of  the Bible is the word of  the living God. Though I was a

theologian, I never realized it.

I decided to write lectures on the basis of  the inspiration of  the Holy Scripture. By that time I was

holding my lectures and seminars at the university and, on the days in-between, I went to the Bible



school and sat on the bench as a student. I also had, by that time, attended a one-month summer

Bible school.  But this was a not a big basis to lecture on the line of  the inspiration of  the Holy

Scripture. I needed a lot of  grace and even miracles at this juncture. But, strengthened through the

word and through the prayers of  my church, I began to write.

I noticed a struggle immediately in myself  as I began to lecture on articles of  the Christian faith. I had

no problem saying I believed in Jesus, for I had all the material about the so-said historical Jesus at

my doorstep. But when it came to the next word, “Christ," it was a whole day fight. But finally I got it:

he is Christ. Then it was another half-day fight each to find out that he is the Son of  God and the Son

of  man. For historical critical theologians these are mere titles. They will say, “Yes, Jesus himself

never said that he was Jesus or Christ or the Son of  God. He merely connected himself  in some way

with the Son of  Man, but only for the future, not for the present." They say that the early church

pinned  all  those  titles  on  the  historical  figure  of  Jesus  to  show  those  they  wanted  to  lead  to

Christianity the importance of  Jesus.

But now I realized that these things were true. Jesus is the Christ, the Son of  God and Son of  man,

God incarnate in human flesh. I began to teach these truths to my students, who had to that point

only been getting historical critical teaching from me. Then I realized Jesus was born of  the virgin

and began to teach that. You must realize this was a Bultmannian saying these things! I had been

taught that  the virgin  birth  was just a legend,  designed to show the importance of  Jesus.  But I

realized that if  Jesus was not born of  a virgin, he would just have been an offspring of  the first

Adam. Then it could never be true that he was without sin, and if  he was not without sin, he could not

have died for our sins. In fact, he would have had to die for his own sin, and we would be still in our

sins. I did not think all this out at once, but I did begin to tell my students, “Yes, Jesus is born of  the

virgin." Then my best student asked me, “Does this mean that you also believe that Jesus is coming

again?" At that time, I could only say I did not yet believe it, but within two months, I could say that

also was true, and after several years, the Lord gave me the task of  criticizing the critical theology.

For  many  years  I  had  taught  my  students  the  historical-critical  theory  that  there  is  a  synoptic

problem, whose only solution is the two-source theory. I taught that Matthew and Luke copied Mark,

and then added their own information from another source. Now I found this had no basis.  It  is

nothing but a hypothesis, though it is considered by many to be a fact. I began to examine these

things, studying the arguments one by one. I concluded that there is not the slightest proof  of  it, and

the arguments for it are based on secular reasoning.

Then I was led to the question of  whether or not there non-genuine letters in the New Testament. The

historical-critical theologians say that of  the thirteen letters attributed to Paul, only seven are really

written by him, although it  is  plainly written in the Bible that Paul  wrote them all.  In fact, these



theologians say that the writers were lying when they said the letters were from Paul. Thus, they call

these Scriptures pseudepigraphs, falsely inscribed writings. I began to investigate and after much

time found that none of  the arguments for doubting Paul’s authorship was valid.

So I found out you can trust your Bible. You cannot trust most radical historical-critical theologies or

so-called "higher criticism". It is not trustworthy. I praise God for bringing me out of  it, and pray that

he will use me to bring others from radical criticism to Christ.

[note  some  format  changes  were  made  and  some  grammatical  corrections  made  to  the  above

testimony by Mr. G. S. Dykes - November, 2018]


